Interactions
between neural networks for different motor behaviors occur frequently in nature; however, there are few vertebrate models for studying these interactions.
One potentially useful model involves the interactions between escape and swimming behaviors in fish. Fish can produce escape bends while swimming, using some of the same axial muscles for both behaviors. Here we study the interactions between escape and swimming in a paralyzed goldfish preparation in which we can activate the networks for both behaviors. Fictive swimming was elicited by electrical stimulation in the midbrain locomotor region. During the swimming, we fired a single action potential in the reticulospinal Mauthner (M) cell, which initiates the escape behavior (Zottoli, 1977) . Firing the M cell overrode the swimming motor output to produce an output appropriate for escape regardless of the phase of swimming at which it was fired. The M cell also could reset the swimming rhythm dramatically in a way that led to a smooth transition from an escape bend to one side into subsequent swimming. Both the override and reset supported predictions based on previous studies of the organization of the M-cell network. They apparently allow for a well coordinated motor output when a fish must produce an escape while swimming.
The potent effects of one action potential in a single, identifiable reticulospinal neuron make this an attractive model system for future studies of the cellular basis of interactions between descending pathways and spinal rhythm-generating networks. Key words: goldfish; central pattern generator; reticulospinal; swimming; escape; Mauthner cell Interactions between neuronal networks that produce movements occur frequently. Rhythmic movements such as walking and running can be altered rapidly by descending motor pathways to produce turns, jumps, and kicks during the rhythmic movement. This suggests the existence of important interactions between descending motor pathways and spinal rhythm-generating networks, but there are few data that address how the two interact and what cells actually are interacting.
We are studying the interactions between escape and swimming behaviors in goldfish as a model for understanding interactions between descending motor pathways and spinal rhythm generators. Swimming fish can produce an escape while swimming (Jayne and Lauder, 1993) . The escape behavior is a dramatic bend of the body that is initiated by descending pathways and that turns the fish away from a threat (Faber and Korn, 1978; Eaton et al., 1984) . Swimming and escape are produced by some of the same muscles and motoneurons in fish, suggesting that there are interactions that coordinate the two.
The development of a preparation for studying interactions between escape and swimming was prompted by previous studies of the spinal network of the reticulospinal Mauthner (M) cell, which initiates the escape behavior. These studies revealed two features of the M-cell network and led to predictions regarding how escape and swimming circuits interact. First, all of the output synapses of the M axon are located on the initial segment or axon hillock region (or first node of Ranvier) of the postsynaptic cells, where they are in a position to override other inputs to the cells (Celio et al., 1979; Yasargil and Sandri, 1987; Faber et al., 1989) . This led to the prediction that the M cell is able to produce an escape, regardless of the inputs to the cells in the M-cell network, from other motor pathways such as swimming circuits. Thus, one expects that the fish can produce robust escapes at any phase of swimming.
The second observation was that there are striking similarities between escape networks in goldfish and swimming networks in frog embryos and lampreys (Buchanan and Grillner, 1987; Roberts, 1990; Roberts and Tunstall, 1990; Grillner and Matsushima, 1991; Grillner et al., 1991; Fetcho, 1992b) . Although the swimming circuits in goldfish are unknown, the similarities between the escape network and the swimming networks in other species suggest that the M cell is tapping into spinal neurons that are also part of the swimming central pattern-generating circuits. If so, we would expect that the M cell not only could override swimming circuits but also could reset the rhythm produced by the swimming central pattern generator (CPG) .
In this study, we describe a preparation for studying the interactions between escape and swimming in paralyzed fish. We evaluate the predictions concerning the ability of the M cell to override and reset the swimming rhythm and provide evidence supporting both predictions.
Our observations indicate that a single action potential in one M cell can both override swimming motor pathways powerfully to produce an escape while swimming and reset the swimming rhythm in a way that would lead to a smooth transition from the escape back into swimming. These observations, and the amenability of fish to cellular analysis, set the stage for future studies of the neuronal basis of the interactions.
Portions of this work have been published in abstract form (Fetcho, 1992a) .
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Fictive swimmingiescape preparation. Goldfish (Carassius  auratus;  standard length 7-11 cm, 26-29 total spinal segments) were anesthetized by immersion in 0.03% aqueous amino benzoic acid ethyl ester (MS222). Each fish was mounted in a chamber that stabilized its head and contained the water used for perfusion of the gills. While under anesthesia, the skull of the animal was removed and the brain was exposed from the vagal lobes caudally to the telencephalon rostrally.
The teiencephalon then was removed via aspiration or cauterization to render the fish decerebrate.
The vagal lobes were separated to reveal both left and right M axons, which were visible with the aid of a dissecting microscope.
After the M axons were located, aerated water was passed over the gills of the decerebrate fish. The fish then was allowed to recover from the anesthesia, as indicated by the spontaneous movements of the gills accompanied by occasional spontaneous tail movements. After recovery from anesthesia, a monopolar stimulating electrode was advanced toward the midbrain locomotor region (Kashin et al., 1974; Fetch" and Svoboda, 1993) while applying a cathodal stimulus. The strength of the applied stimulus pulses was usually 100 FA at a duration of 0.2 msec and a frequency of 100 Hz. The behavior of the fish was observed, and the electrode was advanced until a site was found that produced rhythmic alternating bending of the body and tail that resembled swimming and that ceased after termination of the stimulus (for details, see Fetch" and Svoboda, 1993) . The midbrain locomotor site is located rostra1 to the M cell. At the current strengths used in the experiments reported here, the midbrain stimulus did not activate the M cell. Once a midbrain site was found that produced swimming reproducibly, the fish was paralyzed via an intraperitoneal injection of tubocurarine chloride (l-2 fig/g body weight). After paralysis, the caudal portion of the fish was turned onto its side and pinned to a clay base. This stabilized the caudal portion of the fish and also provided easier access to the spinal cord. The muscle dorsal to the lateral line was removed carefully to reveal the spinal cord and branches of the ventral root. Either medial rami innervating lateral red muscles or dorsal rami innervating white epaxial muscle were exposed (Fetch", 1986 (Fetch", , 1987 . The nerves then were cut with a razor, and the severed ends were freed from the connective tissue. The exposed region, including both spinal cord and cut nerves, then was bathed in physiological saline at pH 7.2 for the remainder of the experiment. and Svoboda, 1993) . Once all of the bursts for a particular trial had been identified objectively, a second portion of the computer program was used to calculate phase shifts to determine whether the firing of the M axon during bouts of fictive swimming had any effect on the motor output. From an episode of fictive swimming, a range of bursts was selected that included the escape event. A minimum of five pre-escape bursts and five post-escape bursts were analyzed each time. From this entire range of selected bursts, the mean cycle time was calculated (cycle time: the time measured from the midpoint of one burst to the midpoint of the next burst). The firing of the M axon often caused the first burst interval after the escape to be dramatically shortened; this interval was not considered to be a normal swimming interval as compared with the others in the trial and was not included in the mean cycle time calculations.
After the computer program calculated the mean interval, it predicted, beginning with an arbitrary pre-escape burst, when all of the bursts in the entire range should have occurred.
Phase shifts then were calculated by taking the difference between the real midpoints and the predicted midpoints for all bursts in the selected range. For each trial, a phase-shift plot was constructed that plotted the relative phase shift (shift/cycle time vs the number of each burst) for all bursts before and after M-axon firing. A mean phase shift was calculated for those bursts after the M-axon firing, and this was divided by the mean cycle time to obtain the phase shift as a percentage of the cycle time. A negative phase shift indicated that a phase advance had occurred, and a positive value indicated a phase lag.
Statistical analysis. Phase-response curves were constructed by plotting the mean phase shift for each trial versus the phase of M-axon firing for that particular trial. The phase of M-axon firing was determined by subtracting the start time of the burst just before the M-axon spike from the time of the M-axon firing and dividing this by the mean cycle time for that trial. The data points on the phase-response plots then were fit to a straight line by using a model I regression (Sokal and Rohlf, 1981) . The product-moment correlation coefficient (r) was computed as a measure of the correlation between the magnitude of the resetting and the phase of M-axon firing.
We tried to assess the minimum reset that we could detect with the following approach. We analyzed a series of swimming bursts from experiments in which we elicited escapes during fictive swimming, but used a sequence of bursts that did not include the escape event. We arbitrarily designated a certain portion of the range of the swimming pattern to be the pre-escape range and another to be the post-escape range. We then analyzed this as we would analyze a real escape event to determine how much of a "reset" might occur simply because of the normal variability in the swimming rhythm. From this, we estimate that a change of ~5% could not be distinguished from normal variability in the swimming motor pattern by our method of analysis. Consequently, a shift of ~5% in response to firing the M axon does not necessarily reflect an effect on the motor pattern.
RESULTS

Motor output during fictive escape
We compared the output of the M axon to red and white muscle by firing the M axon and recording the compound action potential (CAP) in the ipsilateral medial ramus and dorsal ramus, which innervate red and white muscle, respectively (Fetcho, 1986 (Fetcho, , 1987 . In 20 fish in which we recorded from the medial ramus alone, in viable, nondeteriorated conditions, we observed CAPS with latencies that were variable, but usually <3 msec. We were surprised to observe the M axon activate the medial rami in these fish because other research suggested that the red muscle group would not be active during escape (Fetcho, 1987; Rome and Sosnicki, 1991) . We were careful to ensure that the fish was well paralyzed to rule out the possibility that we were recording residual electromyograph activity attributable to incomplete paralysis. Although we usually found that firing the M axon produced a CAP in the medial ramus, in some cases no CAP was observed. In other instances, we were able to elicit a CAP in a medial ramus initially, but after a short time it disappeared.
In these preparations, it still was possible to elicit activity in the nerve by applying midbrain stimulation that induced fictive swimming. This suggests that the nerve was still viable, but that the M-axon pathway projecting to the red motoneurons was less effective in eliciting a response.
In five fish we recorded from the dorsal ramus alone, which innervates white muscle. A CAP was seen after M-axon activation, usually with a latency of l-2 msec.
In seven fish, we fired the M axon while recording from both an ipsilateral medial ramus and an ipsilateral dorsal ramus of the same segment or from two adjacent segments. An example of this is shown in Figure 2 . The CAP seen in the dorsal ramus preceded the one seen in the medial ramus. This was true for all seven fish.
During these seven experiments, we also varied the firing frequency of the M axon from 0.1 to 2 Hz to test the fatigability of the M-axon pathways projecting to red and white motoneurons.
In all cases, the red pathway failed before the white one. For example, for those rami shown in Figure 2 , a CAP was not seen in the medial ramus (red muscle) when the M axon was fired at frequencies higher than 0.66 Hz, but it was still evident in the dorsal ramus. The CAP in the dorsal ramus (white muscle) only failed when the firing frequency was increased to 2 Hz. Figure 2 . CAPS in nerves innervating red and white muscle. Recordings are from the left M axon and an ipsilateral dorsal ramus and ipsilateral medial ramus in adjacent segments. A, A single action potential was fired in the M axon at a rate of 0.1 Hz. This caused a CAP recorded in both nerves. B, The firing frequency of the M axon was increased to 0.66 Hz, which caused a CAP in the dorsal ramus but not in the medial ramus (top). When the M-axon firing frequency was increased to 2.0 Hz, no CAP was seen in either of the rami (middle). After a 2 min rest, the M axon was fired again at a rate of 0.1 Hz and CAPsagain were seen in both of the rami (bottom).
Nerve recordings: media1 ramus, segment 22; dorsal ramus, segment 23. Scale bars: M axon, 40 mV; nerve recordings, 400 pV. Time scale, 1.0 msec. The stimulus artifact precedes the M-axon spike.
rest, the M axon was fired again and CAPS were present again in both rami. The firing frequencies at which the failures occurred varied dramatically for the medial ramus (it failed in one case at a frequency of 0.25 Hz), but in all seven fish the red pathway was more sensitive to firing frequency and failed first.
In some experiments, the M axon was fired at a relatively high frequency (1 Hz) while recording the output in an ipsilateral medial ramus. This sometimes caused spontaneous bursts of ac- Figure 3 . The M-axon escape output overrides the swimming output in nerves innervating both red and white muscle types. A, Bilateral nerve recordings from a dorsal ramus and a medial ramus of the same segment. In the left example, the M axon ipsilateral to the dorsal ramus was fired (uvrowhead). It produced an escape burst in the ipsilateral (Ipsi.) nerve at a time in the swimming cycle when the nerve normally would be silent. Note that the cycle time between the two contralateral (Contra.) swimming bursts before and after the escape event is lengthened.
In the example at the right, the ipsilateral axon was fired (al*owhead) during a swimming burst. This also caused an escape output recorded in the ipsilateral dorsal ramus, and the duration of that particular swimming burst was shortened slightly. Note that the cycle time between the two contralateral (Contra.) swimming bursts straddling the escape event is also slightly shortened.
B, Recordings from a medial ramus and a dorsal ramus from two different fish in which the swimming output was monitored on the side contralateral to the escape. In both cases, the M axon was fired (arrowhead) during a burst of swimming activity. In each case, the swimming activity was absent for a brief period, which corresponds to the duration of the escape output, and then the swimming activity resumed. Nerve recordings:
A, segment 21; B, both medial and dorsal ramus, segment 21. Asterisks in A denote stimulus artifact associated with intracellular activation of the M axon. tivity to occur in that nerve after the M-axon firing. This activity was never sustained, usually lasting only 2-3 bursts.
Motor output during fictive swimming/escape General comments concerning experiments The following observations are based on data from a total of 32 fish. In 27 of these fish, we recorded from either a medial ramus or a dorsal ramus and fired one action potential in one of the M axons while the fish was fictively swimming. In the other 5 fish, we performed bilateral recordings from motor nerves of the same segment and fired one of the M axons. We analyzed a total of 131 trials (60 ipsilateral, 71 contralateral) from 20 of these fish. We constructed phase-response curves for those fish in which we obtained trials that included M-axon firings distributed throughout the swimming cycle.
Ovem'de of swimming Firing one spike in the M axon during swimming could override the ipsilateral and contralateral swimming motor pattern of both red and white muscle. Two examples in which the ipsilatera1 override is apparent are shown in Figure 3A . Firing the M axon at the time point indicated by the the arrowhead produced a brief (28 msec duration) burst of activity on the ipsilateral side at a time when it normally would be silent (Fig. 3A, left) . The M axon also was fired during a normal swimming burst (Fig. 3A, right) . This caused a brief escape output and a slight shortening in the duration of the ipsilateral swimming burst. In both of these examples, the M axon was fired at a time when the contralateral side was silent. However, the M axon also could produce a shutdown of contralateral activity. Two examples are shown in Figure 3B , in which the contralateral M axon was fired during bursts of swimming activity in red and white muscle, respectively. In both cases, the swimming burst occurring during the escape was shut down briefly (90 msec for the medial ramus, 39 msec for the dorsal ramus) and then activity resumed. This period of inhibition corresponds to the duration of the brief excitatory escape output that was produced on the ipsilateral side. These events were followed by an alternation of bursts on the two sides that was typical of swimming (as shown in Fig. 3A) . Thus, the output of the M axon was consistent with the production of a rapid, brief bend to the ipsilateral side and simultaneous inhibition of activity on the contralateral side. This was followed by a slightly shortened contralateral burst (see below) that formed the first burst of the resumption of the alternation between the ipsilateral and contralateral side, which is typical of swimming. These events occurred irrespective of the phase of swimming at which the M axon was fired. Thus, firing the M axon during swimming in the midst of an ipsilateral silent period led to a burst of ipsilateral activity at a time during which it normally would not occur. This mimics a situation in which the fish is bending to one side and an escape is initiated suddenly to the opposite side. In this case, the M axon not only produces a motor output on the silent side, but also shuts down the contralateral swimming activity during the ipsilateral escape burst, indicating a very powerful ability of the M-axon network to override the swimming circuits.
We analyzed the duration of the interval between the M-axon spike and the first contralateral swimming burst after the escape for 51 bouts of activity from those fish in which phase-response curves were constructed (see Phase-dependent effects of the reset). The average duration of this interval was 60 ? 4 msec (range 12-177). This is comparable with the duration of the inhibition that the M axon exerts on the contralateral side of the body during the escape (Diamond, 1971) . For these trials, we also measured the duration of the first burst after the escape and compared that with the mean burst duration of all bursts in that trial. For 35 of 51 measured trials, the duration of the first burst after the escape was less than that of a normal swimming burst. The mean duration for all bursts was slightly (12%) shorter than the duration of a normal swimming burst.
Resetting of the swimming rhythm
Firing the M axon also could reset the swimming rhythm. Examples of this are shown in Figure 4 . In Figure 4A , the M axon was fired at the time indicated by the arrowhead while recording motor output from an ipsilateral dorsal ramus. The firing produced an escape burst (75 msec in duration) followed by a silent period. The filled squares above the data trace are the predicted midpoints of bursts calculated as if no escape had occurred. The open squares are the real midpoints of all bursts in the range including the escape burst. Before the M-axon firing, the real midpoints are very close in time to the predicted midpoints. However, after the firing, the real midpoints are shifted in time compared with their predicted values. The difference between the real and the predicted times of midpoints is shown in the form of a phase-shift plot below the trace. Firing the M axon produced a phase advance of 57% of the cycle time in this case. In this example and the others shown in this paper, we arbitrarily treat the escape output as a swimming burst. However, we compared analyses in which the escape burst was either included or excluded as a swimming burst. The choice of whether the M-axon burst is included in the analysis does not affect the genera1 conclusions, although it does alter the magnitude of the reset for a given phase of firing. For example, if the escape burst is excluded in the analysis of Figure U , the swimming rhythm lagged by 41% of the average cycle time (this can be seen by ignoring the open square overlying the M-cell burst and comparing the locations of subsequent pairs of open and filled squares).
In Figure 4 /l, the frequency of the swimming rhythm was 3.06 Hz before M-axon firing and 3.04 Hz after firing. We consistently found that when the motor pattern was very stable in the absence of M-axon firing, the frequency of the swimming rhythm remained unchanged after the firing.
Resetting of the swimming rhythm was seen for both red and white muscle types. Examples for each muscle type are shown in Figure 4B . The M axon was fired while recording from an ipsilateral medial ramus (Fig. 4B, top) . The M-axon spike occurred immediately before a swimming burst, producing a brief escape output (49 msec in duration).
The reset was quantified as in Figure 4A . In this case, the swimming rhythm was advanced by 47% of the average cycle time. The output in a dorsal ramus contralateral to the escape also was recorded (Fig. 4B, bottom) . The M axon was fired at a time when the contralateral side of the body was in the midst of a silent period. This advanced the subsequent swimming rhythm by 25% of the average cycle time.
In most of the trials analyzed to determine whether resets had occurred, the swimming frequency varied between 2.5 and 3.5 Hz. In a few instances, the frequency was 5.5-6.5 Hz, approximately half of the upper limit of 13 Hz swimming that goldfish can achieve (Bainbridge, 1958; Fetch0 and Svoboda, 1993) . The M axon overrode and reset the swimming rhythm at all of these swimming frequencies.
Most of our experiments were performed while monitoring output on one side of the body. However, it is clear from experiments in which we recorded bilaterally that the motor patterns seen on the ipsilateral and contralateral side are reciprocal in nature (see Fig. 3A ). Thus, if the rhythm monitored ipsilateral to the escape is advanced by 25% of the average cycle time after M-axon firing, the rhythm monitored contralateral to the escape also is advanced by 25%.
Phase-dependent effects of the reset
The magnitude of the resets produced by firing the M axon varied as a function of the phase of firing. This is shown in Figure 5 , which illustrates five trials from the same fish. In this example, the motor output was monitored in a medial ramus contralateral to the fired M axon. In Figure 5A , the M axon was fired immediately after the beginning of a swimming burst. The burst was turned off briefly (44 msec), and then swimming resumed. For the analysis of this type of experiment, we consistently treated the activity before and after the shutdown from the contralateral M axon as two separate swimming bursts. This seemed reasonable, because the escape activity on the contralateral side was interposed between the two bursts. In Figure 5A , firing the M axon caused the large-magnitude phase advance shown in the phase-shift plot to the right of the trace. In Figure 5B , the M axon was fired near the end of a contralateral swimming burst. That burst was truncated and the subsequent rhythm was advanced, although not as much as in Figure 5A . The phase of firing of the M axon gradually moves later into the cycle in Figure 5 , C and D, and the magnitude of the reset also decreases. In Figure 5E , the M axon was fired just before the onset of a swimming burst. The swimming burst was delayed until the escape event was over, and the subsequent swimming rhythm was lagged. Qualitatively, this figure shows that magnitude of the phase advance/lag is related to the phase of M-axon firing within the swimming cycle. Firing the M axon early in the swimming cycle caused large-magnitude phase advances in the swimming rhythm. Firing later in the swimming cycle caused smaller-magnitude advances and, if late enough in the cycle, phase lags.
We constructed phase-response curves to examine the quantitative relationship between the phase of firing and the magnitude of the reset for five fish in which we monitored activity in a medial ramus contralateral to the escape. Although we focused on the during fictive swimming at a time when the nerve was silent (i.e., during activity on the contralateral side). A brief escape output was produced and the swimming rhythm was reset. The real midpoints (0) of the swimming bursts after M-axon activation occur earlier than they should have based on their corresponding predicted midpoints (H). The difference between the predicted and real midpoints for all bursts (pre-and post-M-cell) is shown in the form of aphase-shift plot below the data trace. In this example, the swimming rhythm was phase-advanced by 57% of the average cycle time. B, Similar to A, but recording from a medial ramus ipsilateral to the fired M axon. The M axon was fired at the arrowhead. It produced a brief escape output in the nerve and phase advanced the swimming rhythm by 47% of the average cycle time. The phase-shift plot is shown to the right of the data trace. C, Recording is from a dorsal ramus contralateral to the activated M axon. The M axon was fired at the arrowhead. This phase-advanced the swimming rhythm by 25% of the average cycle time. We arbitrarily treat the escape output as a swimming burst in A and B (see text for further details).
Nerve recordings are from three different fish: A, approximately segment 20; B, segment 19; C, segment 21. Ipsi., ipsilateral; Contra., contralateral.
contralateral side of the body for our analysis, the general conelusions can be applied also to the ipsilateral side because of the reciprocal nature of the effects seen on ipsilateral and contralatera1 sides. The phase-response curves are shown in Figure 6 . For all five fish, there was a linear relationship between the phase of M-axon firing and the magnitude of the observed resets.
The linearity of the relationship is attributable to the M axon producing the same output each time, regardless of the phase at which it fires (see also Nissanov et al., 1990 ). This output consists of a short ipsilateral burst coinciding with a contralateral shutdown, fol-1.0 set Figure 5 . Phase dependence of the reset. Recording from a medial ramus contralateral to the activated M axon. Conventions are similar to those in Figure 4 . A, The M axon was fired at the arrowhead immediately after the beginning of a swimming burst. That swimming burst was terminated and followed by a brief silent period, and then swimming resumed. The for this trial, as for all others in this figure, is shown to the right of the data trace. The swimming rhythm was phase-advanced by 82% of the average cycle time. B, The M axon was fired later in the swimming cycle, but still during a burst of activity. The swimming burst was truncated, followed by a silent period, and then swimming resumed; the swimming rhythm was phase-advanced by 50% of the average cycle time. C, D, The M axon was fired at still later times in the swimming cycle. Firing it in the early silent period (C) caused the swimming rhythm to be phase-advanced, but by only 23% of the average cycle time. Firing it in the mid-silent period (C) phase-advanced the swimming rhythm by only 8% of the average cycle time. E, The M axon was fired in the late-silent period just before the onset of a burst. The subsequent swimming rhythm was phase-lagged by 19% of the average cycle time. Nerve recording, segment 18. Note that whereas only a portion of the raw data is shown for each trial, the phase-shiftplots show all bursts used in the calculations. The data from this figure were used as part of the phase-response plot shown in Figure 6E .
lowed by a contralateral swimming burst and subsequent alternation of bursts on the two sides, which is typical of swimming.
second prediction was that the M-cell network would have the ability to reset the swimming rhythm because of connections with spinal neurons in the swimming CPG. Our data substantiate both of these DISCUSSION This work was prompted by two predictions regarding interactions between the escape and swimming networks in goldfish. The first was that the M-cell network should be able to override the swimming output when the fish produces an escape during swimming. The predictions; a single action potential in the M axon can both override and reset the fictive swimming rhythm.
Our data are consistent with those obtained by Jayne and Lauder (1993) when they induced freely swimming sunfish to perform escapes. Using electromyography, they showed that freely swimming sunfish could produce an escape at any phase of swimming, indicating that the escape output could override the swimming output in the intact behaving animal. Furthermore, their detailed kinematic analysis revealed that only 1 of 12 kinematic variables differed significantly between escape responses elicited from swimming fish versus those elicited from fish at standstill. Thus, escape circuits cannot only override swimming circuits, but they can do so and still produce an output that is very similar to the output produced in the absence of swimming. This indicates a very powerful override ability. Our results extend their observations in two important ways. First, we show that the M cell alone can produce the override of swimming with only a single action potential. We also show that the M cell can reset the swimming rhythm, something that could not be studied by Jayne and Lauder (1993) because of problems in analyzing the behavior after escapes in a flow tank.
Red/white muscle responses Several studies indicate that the secondary motoneurons innervating red muscle are used during slow swimming and that the primary motoneurons innervating white muscle are used for fast swimming or fast movements such as escape bends (Hudson, 1973; Bone, 1978; Liu and Westerfield, 1988) . Until recently, it was believed that the white muscle was the only muscle group involved in the escape behavior (Rome et al., 1988; Rome and Sosnicki, 1991) . Our results indicate that the M axon excites both red and white muscle in the nonswimming goldfish. This is consistent with recent electromyographic work in sunfish and with calcium-imaging studies indicating that both primary and secondary motoneurons are activated simultaneously during escape behaviors in larval zebrafish (Jayne and Lauder, 1993; Fetch0 and O'Malley, 1995) . Although the M axon drives motoneurons innervating both red and white muscle, there appears to be a difference in the pathways by which the M axon excites the two, as revealed by the different failure rates of the two pathways when the M axon is fired at high frequencies. This difference may be caused by a greater fatigue resistance in the direct, monosynaptic pathway from the M axon to white motoneurons compared with what is likely to be Swimming rhythm advance is less than that seen for early firing. If the M axon is fired late in the silent period (Fig. 7C) , a reset in the swimming rhythm does not occur because the first post M-axon swimming burst occurs at the time of a normal swimming burst.
M-axon effect on swimming rhythm
This linear relationship makes functional sense for the behavior of the animal. Its consequence is that the fish resumes swimming quickly after the escape, with the first swimming burst always contralateral to the escape bend. This allows for a smooth transition from an escape bend to one side into the first swimming bend to the opposite side.
Relevance to other reticulospinal systems The location of the first swimming burst after activation of the M axon is marked by asterisks. In the diagram, the M axon is producing the same output irrespective of the phase at which it was fired-a brief period of inhibition followed by the next swimming burst. This leads to a dramatic reset in A, a moderate reset in B, and no reset in C. Note that the magnitude of the reset varies linearly with the time at which the M-axon effect occurs (compare the location of the burst marked by an asterisk in the top trace with those marked in A-C). These effects are very similar to those observed in the real fish, suggesting that our results can be explained by the M axon producing a consistent effect on the motor output irrespective of the phase of swimming at which it fired.
a polysynaptic pathway to red motoneurons (Fetch0 and Faber, 1988) .
The apparently anomalous activation of red muscle during an escape might be related to the need for a coordination between escape and swimming outputs when an escape is produced during swimming. The M axon can reset the swimming rhythm substantially in red muscle. If some of this effect is attributable to activation of interneurons in the swimming CPG, which in turn excite red motoneurons, this might explain the activation of red motoneurons by the M cell. The output from red motoneurons during an escape might not contribute significantly to the escape movement, but the output might be a secondary consequence of the need to activate those circuits by which the M axon resets the swimming rhythm of red muscle.
Functional relevance of the reset The reset produced by the M axon is related linearly to the phase at which it fires during swimming. This linearity can be understood with reference to the diagram in Figure 7 , which shows the consequences of firing the contralateral M axon at different phases in the swimming cycle (Fig. 7A-C) . In the diagram, the M axon produces the same contralateral output during an escape irrespective of the phase at which it is fired-a brief shutdown of activity that is followed by the next swimming burst. Firing the M axon early in the swimming cycle just after the onset of a burst (Fig. 7A) terminates that burst and advances the swimming rhythm. If the M axon is fired later in the swimming cycle (Fig. 7B) and produces the same output that it did early in the cycle, the swimming rhythm is still advanced, but the magnitude of the The ability to reset or modulate spinal rhythm-generating circuits may be a general feature of reticulospinal pathways, because it has been observed in many different vertebrates. In the lamprey, high-frequency activation of one of the reticulospinal Miiller cells can modulate the fictive swimming rhythm (Buchanan and Cohen, 1982) . Activation of one of the M axons during fictive swimming in Anuran tadpoles can reset the swimming rhythm (Lee and Olin, 1992) . In cats, stimulation of the medullary reticular formation (MRF) can override and reset the locomotor rhythm for walking in a phase-dependent manner (Drew and Rossignol, 1984; Perreault et al., 1994) . Perreault et al. (1994) speculated that the MRF in the normal animal could be influencing neuronal circuits in spinal cord in a way that allows the locomotor pattern to be modified, as would be required, for example, during turning behaviors in the walking/running cat. This is similar in principle to goldfish and tadpoles in which the M axon produces very dramatic escape turns during swimming. The behavioral roles of the reticulospinal systems may be similar in all cases.
The similarities among the distantly related cats, Anuran tadpoles, and fish are not very surprising because the reticulospinal pathways are some of the most conserved pathways among vertebrates, with neurons in the reticular formation of mammals and the M cell of teleosts forming monosynaptic connections with both excitatory premotor interneurons and motoneurons in the spinal cord (McClellan, 1986; Fetch0 and Faber, 1988; Ohta and Grillner, 1989) . One important difference, however, is that in the case of fish and tadpoles, the override and reset of the locomotor rhythm are produced by one action potential in one reticulospinal neuron, whereas a similar effect in cats involves multiple firing of many neurons. The simplicity of the goldfish preparation and our previous knowledge of the cellular organization of the escape circuitry make the preparation especially amenable to studies of the cellular basis of interactions between descending and local spinal networks.
Cellular
basis for the resetting phenomenon The organization of the spinal network of the M axon suggests a cellular basis for the ability of tLe M cell to override and reset the swimming rhythm. The M-axon escape circuit resembles those spinal networks that produce swimming in other species. All of these networks have similar neurons and connectivity, including excitatory descending interneurons (Dale and Roberts, 1985; Buchanan and Grillner, 1987; Soffe, 1989) and glycinergic commissural inhibitory interneurons (Dale et al., 1986; Grillner et al., 1987; Fetch0 and Faber, 1988; Yasargil and Sandri, 1990 ). We do not know which neurons form the swimming CPG in the goldfish. However, the simplest explanation of the M-cell effects is that the M axon is activating excitatory descending interneurons and commissural inhibitory interneurons massively in the ipsilateral portion of the CPG for swimming. This would produce a large January 15, 1996, 16(2):843-852 Svoboda and Fetch0 . Interactions between Escape and Swimming ipsilateral motor output accompanied by a contralateral inhibition, as we have observed. This could alter the relative timing of activity in the ipsilateral and contralateral components of the CPG. Models of perturbations of reciprocal inhibitory oscillators such as that in swimming CPGs suggest that the result would be a reset in the swimming rhythm (Perkel and Mulloney, 1974) . The similarities between neurons in the escape circuit and those in swimming CPGs in other species suggest that the M cell produces the reset by interacting directly with neurons in the swimming CPG. The synapses from the M axon are located on the initial segment or first node of Ranvier of spinal motoneurons and interneurons, where they are likely to be able to override other inputs to the cells. Thus, the ability of the M cell to override and reset the swimming CPG might be attributable to its powerful monosynaptic connections to spinal neurons that are shared by the escape and swimming networks. The M cell, however, also has outputs in the brainstem, and shared neurons there also may contribute to the override and reset. These possibilities can be tested directly in goldfish by recording intracellularly from single neurons in brainstem or spinal cord to determine which cells are shared by swimming and escape networks and which interactions at the single-cell level might account for the override and reset of swimming produced by the M cell.
